Changing predictor measurement procedures affected the performance of prediction models in clinical examples.
To quantify the impact of predictor measurement heterogeneity on prediction model performance. Predictor measurement heterogeneity refers to variation in the measurement of predictor(s) between the derivation of a prediction model and its validation or application. It arises, for instance, when predictors are measured using different measurement instruments or protocols. We examined effects of various scenarios of predictor measurement heterogeneity in real-world clinical examples using previously developed prediction models for diagnosis of ovarian cancer, mutation carriers for Lynch syndrome, and intrauterine pregnancy. Changing the measurement procedure of a predictor influenced the performance at validation of the prediction models in nine clinical examples. Notably, it induced model miscalibration. The calibration intercept at validation ranged from -0.70 to 1.43 (0 for good calibration), while the calibration slope ranged from 0.50 to 1.67 (1 for good calibration). The difference in c-statistic and scaled Brier score between derivation and validation ranged from -0.08 to +0.08 and from -0.40 to +0.16, respectively. This study illustrates that predictor measurement heterogeneity can influence the performance of a prediction model substantially, underlining that predictor measurements used in research settings should resemble clinical practice. Specification of measurement heterogeneity can help researchers explaining discrepancies in predictive performance between derivation and validation setting.